SCOPUS
Scopus is the world’s largest abstract and indexing database with over 23,600 journal titles, compared
to 6,800 in OVID MEDLINE. Scopus is a multi-disciplinary tool that contains records going back to
the mid 1960s. Scopus offers an integrated web search of the scientific web.





More than 60% of titles are from countries other than the US
Updated Daily—fed electronically from publishers and scanned from printed issues
Duplicates are removed
Team of Indexing Experts, use controlled vocabulary from major databases (EMTREE,
Compendex and MeSH terms)

Breakdown of titles by subject area
4,500 Titles in Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics and Engineering
6,800 in Life and Health Sciences—includes 100% MEDLINE coverage (Note: possible 6 week lag
before added to Scopus)
2,700 in Social Sciences, Psychology and Economics
2,500 in Biological, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
50 in General Sciences
Includes links to over 160 million web pages relevant to research and education, including university
sites, author homepages, digital libraries and archives, institutional repositories and preprint servers.
Browse by subject areas, structure and refine searches, view number of times article has been cited
Export citations to RefWorks or any other bibliographic management software such as EndNote and
Reference Manager.
Also save searches and create alerts for saved search strategies.

Search tips for using Scopus
1. PRE/n (behavioural PRE/3 disturbances will find articles in which “behavioural” precedes
“disturbances” by three or less words
2. W/5 (pain W/15 morphine) As a rule of thumb: W/3, W/4 or W/5 for same phrase, W/15 for
same sentence, W/50 for same paragraph
3. Do not use more than 3 consecutive proximity operators
4. Do not mix PRE/ and W/ when using consecutive proximity operators
5. Scopus will not support combining (AND, OR and AND NOT) with proximity operators, thus
cat pre/10 (dog and mouse) will not work

Available on JEFFLINE: http://jeffline.jefferson.edu/
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